Meg Mackintosh and the Mystery at
the Soccer Match*
JF Landon, Lucinda
Meg and her friends are playing in the
championship soccer match to see who
will win the gold medal. However, by half
-time, the medal had disappeared.
Grades 1-3
Dark Waters
JF MacPhail, Catherine
Col McCann becomes a local hero when
he saves a boy from drowning but when
his older brother is suspected of a serious
crime, Col must decide if he should be
loyal to his family or tell the truth about
what he saw while under the water.
Grades 5-8
Bernie Magruder and the Disappearing
Bodies*
JF Naylor, Phyllis
Dead bodies which appear and disappear
mysteriously are threatening Sam's father
job as manager of the Besseldorf Hotel.
Grades 4-5
P.J. Clover Private Eye--the Case of the
Halloween Hoot
JF Meyers, Susan
While designing the perfect costumes for
a Halloween contest, P.J. and Stacy try to
clear their school custodian's name by
tracking down the thief who entered the
school after hours and stole an antique
samovar.
Grades 3-5
How to Disappear Completely and
Never Be Found
JF Nickerson, Sara
With a swimming medal, the key to a
mansion, and a comic book as her only
clues, Margaret seeks the true story of her
father's mysterious death.
Grades 5-7

If we do not have what you’re looking
for, let us know and we can have
another library send it over for you!

Mystery Books

Key to the Treasure
JF Parish, Peggy
Each summer Lisa, Bill, and Jed hear the
story of the sketches which are clues to a
treasure hidden for a century. Could it be
that on this visit they will solve the
secret?
Grades 2-4
Olivia Kidney and the Secret Beneath
the City*
JF Potter, Ellen
While adjusting to a new school for the
arts and dealing with surprise visitors at
home, 12-year-old Olivia ventures into
the New York City tunnels in search of a
man who might help her .
Grades 5-8
Ghost Ship: a Novel JF Reiche, Dietlof
An 18th-century figurehead, the ship’s
journal, and supernatural occurrences at a
seaside resort lead Vicki and her friend
Peter on a quest to lift a curse and set
right a horrible deed committed 230 years
in the past.
Grades 5-8
White House White-Out* JF Roy, Ron
Dink, Josh, and Ruth Rose meet the
president's stepdaughter, KC, and her
friend, Marshall. After the president's dog
vanishes, the kids set out to find her, but
it's not going to be easy.
Grades 1-3
The Boxcar Children*
JF Warner, Chandler Gertrude
Gertrude Chandler Warner’s beloved
story about four orphans who run away
and find shelter in an abandoned boxcar.
Grades 3-6

Many of these titles may be
available in Large Print, Audio
Book and other formats.
*Starred titles are the
first title in a series
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The Door to Time
JF Baccalario, Pierdomenico
After moving from London to an old
mansion on the English coast, twins Jason
and Julia discover that their new home
has twisting tunnels, strange artifacts from
around the world, and a mysterious,
locked door.
Grades 4-6
The Indian in the Cupboard*
JF Banks, Lynne Reid
A 9-year-old boy receives a plastic
Indian, a cupboard, and a little key for his
birthday and finds himself involved in
adventure when The Indian comes to life
in the cupboard and befriends him.
Grades 4-6
The Calder Game*
JF Balliett, Blue
In the midst of unexplained accidents and
mysterious coincidences, 3 sixth graders
lead their classmates in an attempt to keep
Frank Lloyd Wright’s famous Robie
House from being demolished. Grades 5-8
The Beast of Blackslope
JF Barrett, Tracy
Xena and Xander Holmes use clues in
Sherlock Holmes' casebook as they try to
solve the mystery of a monster
threatening a peaceful country village
where a documentary film is being made.
Grades 4-6
Kaleidoscope Eyes JF Bryant, Jennifer
In 1968, Lyza inherits a project from her
deceased grandfather, who had been using
his knowledge of maps and the geography
of Lyza's New Jersey hometown to locate
the lost treasure of Captain Kidd.
Grades 5-8

Room One: a Mystery or Two
JF Clements, Andrew
Ted, the only sixth grader in his small
Nebraska town's one-room schoolhouse,
searches for clues to the disappearance of
a homeless family.
Grades 4-6

The Big Splash
F Ferraiolo, Jack D.
Matt, an average middle-schooler with a
knack for solving crimes, uncovers a
mystery while working with "the
organization," a syndicate run by seventhgrader Vincent Biggio.
Grades 5-7

The Secret of the Missing Grave
JF Crossman, D.A.
13-year-old Ab joins her friend Bean in
investigating the odd noises in her
boarding house and solving the mystery
of a missing treasure and stolen paintings.
Grades 5-8

Assassin*

Mr. Chickee's Messy Mission*
JF Curtis, Christopher
Steven and his friends Russell & Richelle
follow Russell's dog, Rodney Rodent, into
a mural to chase a demonic-looking
gnome, only to find the mysterious Mr.
Chickee on the other side.
Grades 3-6
The Tower Treasure*
JF Dixon, Franklin
After a dying criminal confesses that his
loot has been stashed "in the tower," the
Hardy boys make an astonishing
discovery.
Grades 3-6
Grk and the Hot Dog Trail*
JF Doder, Joshua
Tim, Grk and friends are in New York
City to see the Golden Dachshund at the
National Museum. But when the priceless
statue goes missing, Tim and Grk set off
through the streets of New York to
capture the criminal.
Grades 5-7

JF Cavendish (Patricia Finney)
Thirteen-year-old Lady Grace Cavendish,
favorite maid of honor of Elizabeth I,
must solve a murder mystery and clear the
name of her betrothed.
Grades 3-6
Duel
JF Grossman, David
12-year-old David tries to help when his
elderly friend, Heinrich, receives a
threatening letter accusing him of stealing
a priceless painting.
Grades 5-7
Wrapped in a Riddle
JF Heisel, Sharon E.
While staying at the Jumping Frog Inn, 11
-year-old Miranda investigates a mystery
involving stolen letters supposedly written
by Mark Twain.
Grades 4-7
Bunnicula: a Rabbit Tale of
Mystery*
JF Howe, Deborah
Though scoffed at by Harold the dog,
Chester the cat tries to warn his human
family that their foundling baby bunny
must be a vampire.
Grades 3-4
The Secret of the Old Clock*
JF Keene, Carolyn
Nancy Drew's keen mind is tested when
she searches for a missing will.
Grades 4-7

